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if nothing else, ets2 is a clear sign that truck simulator games are not dead. they're not good, obviously, but they're definitely not dead. it's an excellent example of a niche game that's proved both an ambitious and
successful target. plus it has the benefit of one of those under-loved pc ports that always looks better than you remember it looking on release day, thanks to the work of the polishing community. runs are restricted
based on the number of sorters available. as there is only one truck used on the conveyor belt for each sorter, the restriction factor is 5, which is based on a capacity of 5 tons per minute per sorter. another issue is
that one level can only be used at a time, as the hoist with the skip hoist only moves one level at a time. haul capacity is around 50 tons. it is important that the haul capacity is capped, as the haul truck only has a
30-ton capability. the calculations were based on several variables, such as mining speed, coal quantities and an ideal tipping point for the skip hoist. the simulation model was also supported by 15 ore buffers and
several sorters. the model was also used as an optimization tool, as it enables the whole system to be monitored and adjusted. if the skip hoist has to wait too long before it can start piling up ore, the buffer will stop
receiving ore and this will result in trucks being stuck without a driver for too long. amalgama will monitor the model and detect these delays and then provide the mine with recommendations to prevent ore
shortages and inflate the haul truck capacity. the simulation will also suggest whether to shut down the level and stop mining and await a restart before mining again. if this happens too often, the model predicts that
the skip hoist will frequently shut off and it would be necessary to change the mining model or to look for a different skip hoist.
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